


“Those with dementia are still people and they still have 

stories and they still have character and they are all 

individuals and they are all unique. And they just need to be 

interacted with on a human level” Carey Milligan 











 It’s not about you. It’s about them. 

 Understanding your personal 
experiences and bias

 Meet them where and when they are

 Be mindful of all the realities you will 
have to navigate

 Be adaptable 

 Understand your own triggers and how 
the reality of other’s may effect you



 Adequate assessment of history, trauma, 
and pleasurable experiences
› History

 What was their life like? Culture? Influences? 
Education? Self-identity 

› Trauma

 Trauma triggers? What makes them sad? 

› Happy Place

 What always makes them happy? Smells? Touch? 
Music?

› Love language 

 How do they give and receive affection?



 Kits should be made available to all staff 
working with your Dementia Spectrum 
residents 
› Proper training would be beneficial as well 

 Kits should include 
› A mini resident bio with important 

information to know about the resident 

› Person-centered activities

› Person-centered music available

› Favorite snacks and drinks  



 Reminiscing Activities 
› Person-centered videos

› Relevant movies

› Pictures

› Questions & Answers

› Show and Tell
Benefits 
 It provides historic connections 

 Person-centered

 Validates their experiences and reality

 Promotes coping mechanism and self-smoothing 
techniques

 Meaningful connections

 Can help with depression and the grieving process



 Music Therapy 
› Painting class

› Color by numbers

› Jewelry making 

› Making cards
Benefits
 Stimulates senses

 Relieves stress

 Promotes physical strength

 Pride and accomplishment 

 Reduction in behaviors

 Improves quality of life 





 Music Therapy 
› Sing-a-longs to common songs 

› Play instruments 

› Live music 

› Listen to person-centered playlist 

› Guided musical/visual experience 
Benefits
 Stimulates senses

 Relieves stress

 Improves cognition 

 Bridge to motivational memories

 Promotes healthy mental health 

 Connection to their “old” life



 Exercise 
› 30 minutes of physical activity

› Time sensitive walks 

› Gardening 

› Dancing 

› Chair based workouts like yoga or Tai Chi
Benefits
 Promotes health sleep patterns

 Stabilizes mood

 Helps with motor skills

 Reduces falls 

 Promotes healthy mental health 



 Social Contribution  
› Volunteering in the community 

› Group activities 

› “Job” connected to their previous work life 

› Person-centered outings  

› Family and friend engagement 

Benefits

 Increases quality of life

 Gives residents a sense purpose 

 Encourages “structured” independence 

 Decreases adverse emotional struggles 



 Sensory Stimulation 
› Cooking/Baking

› Folding clothes

› Organizing junk drawers

› Caring for artificial babies and animals 

› Fidget blankets/items 

› Comfort items 

› Puzzles 

› Outdoor activities 

› Interactions with live animals and/or plants 

› Games 
Benefits
 Increases their concentration
 Memory recollection 
 Mood stablizer
 Decreases adverse emotional struggles 



 Essential Oils

 Aromatherapy

 Touch

 Pet therapy 

 Routines 

 Hand massages

 Nail care

 Hair care 

 Anti-stimulating sounds like water fountains 

 Light therapy 



 Ongoing de-escalation training 

 Compassion Experience 

 Self care and understanding staff history 

 Practice the Pause 

 Adapt to the pace of the resident(s)

 Limit distractions 

 Maintain a “Yes” mentality

 Debrief with staff 

 Grieve support 

 Continuing education in best and evidence 
based practices. 



“I have learned that people will 

forget what you said. People 

will forget what you did, but 

people will never forget how 

you made them feel” Maya 

Angelou 



 The Spectrum of Hope by Gayatri Devi

 The Long Goodbye: Dementia Diaries by 

Margaret R. Miles

 Learning to Speak Alzheimer’s by Joanne 

Koenig Coste
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 Surviving Alzheimer’s: Pratical Tips and 
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Paula Spencer Scott  




